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FINANCING BUSINESS ACQUISITION

ONLINE BUSINESS VALUATION TOOLS
Benefits and Dangers

It is possible to sit down at your computer and find an “online” facility that will produce a 
“business valuation”. Such an option seems like an attractive way to determine the value for 
a business. It’s quick, it’s cheap, and it’s confidential. But beware of such tools!

•	 Online valuation tools are misleading in 

their pricing calculations.

•	 A general caution is required whenever 

such tools are used.

•	 All	businesses	are	unique	and	different,	

hence a simple Q&A form is not adequate 

if you want actual true  information.

•	 Only	real	valuation	reports,	completed	by	

certified	business	valuers,	will	give	you	a	

true outcome for business pricing.

•	 If you fail in your loan application seek 

feedback as to why it failed and what may 

be needed to be successful.

Key Points

Not all valuations are the same

When a business owner wants to have a quick idea of 

what the business might be worth, such a tool may 

provide a good guide, but it also may be completely 

misleading….. and that is the real problem with such a 

tool. It is only a guide at best. At worst it will be wrong, 

and may lead to a business owner feeling that their 

business is worth a lot more (or a lot less) than it is 

really worth.Usually these online tools rely upon the 

user inputting a figure for profit, then answering a few 

questions on the business (to assess risk), and then 

when the button is pushed. Viola!!! The business value 

is produced. It is that easy.

Just like anything else in life – you get what you pay 

for, and if it looks simple - it’s probably wrong.

As an example. When you enter a profit figure, there 

can be a great disparity between the “real” profit, and 

the “theoretical” profit. Which number you enter will 

have a large impact on the result. This is one of many 

variables that can contribute to the production of an 

inaccurate result. There are many other inputs which 

can produce an erroneous report.

The people that have used these ‘tools’ will tell you 

that they have Disclaimers written all over them. Here 

is one example “Disclaimer: This tool should only be 

used as a general indicator of value. There are other 

factors associated with the sale of a business that can 

impact the value of a business that only an experienced 

broker will be able to identify. Please contact us for 

a more personal evaluation of your business and for 

suggestions on how to prepare your business for the 

highest sale possible.”

The worrying thing is that most of these ‘tools’ are 

really only being used to pick up clients. They are really 

just a marketing tool used to lure business owners 

into talking to their company. There is a hidden 

agenda. You can see it in the wording of these example 

disclaimers where they ask for you to contact the 

company. 

Nearly all of these tools ask for an email address and 

contact details so that they can follow up in a few days 

to try and get the user to talk about having a proper 

valuation report completed. Which really is the only 

way to properly value a business.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS AT BENCHMARK

NEW APPOINTMENTS
AT BENCHMARK

Benchmark continues to grow with new team members joining the company over the 

past few months. 

We would like to welcome Nikki Katz, Michael Parthenides amd Juan Parthenides to the team. We are delighted to 

have these three experienced people join us, and add even more expertise to our team of specialists.

Nikki
Katz

Nikki Katz is South Australia’s only female 

business broker specialising in the sale of hair and 

beauty industry sector businesses. Having built 

and sold three of her own businesses, and sold 

numerous others for business owners in Adelaide, 

Nikki understands the process of business sales 

including implementing successful exit strategies.  

Michael
Parthenides

Michael has owned and established many 

successful businesses. Michael has a strong 

connection with the food service industry, as he 

has longstanding links and relationships with food 

industry manufacturers, wholesalers, technology 

suppliers, business owners and investors. Michael 

is based in Melbourne and specialises in larger-

scale transactions. 

Juan
Parthenides

Juan specialises in the food service area, and is based on 

SE QLD. He is the founder of a successful wholesale and 

distribution company supplying to the hospitality industry 

throughout Queensland. Over the years Juan has developed 

a solid network within the hospitality industry which 

includes national and local wholesalers & distributors, 

manufacturers, business owners, investors and especially 

independent pizzeria and restaurant owners.
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ACQUIRED A BUSINESS?
The Perfect Marketing Opportunity!
BY PETER SPINDA

The first few months in a newly purchased business presents the perfect opportunity to 

re-fresh the business and re-connect with existing customers. This is a great time to get to 

know the needs of existing customers better, to make customer requested improvements to 

products and/or services and to run a variety of marketing campaigns. 

So, what are some of the marketing 

activities you could complete once 

you have stepped into that new 

business?

Get to know your 
customers

Now is the time to understand 

who your customers are. Go and 

meet them. Talk to them. Ask 

them questions and listen to their 

answers! You can do this face to 

face, via phone or through email 

and social media communication. 

For larger databases where 

it is simply not feasible to 

individually contact everyone 

via direct means, running a 

survey is a powerful activity. By 

asking relevant questions and 

being open to feedback, you will 

not only help build customer 

relationships, but you also open 

up the possibility to uncover some 

great new opportunities for your 

new business, both in terms of 

improvements and potential new 

offerings. If you do decide to run 

with a survey, just remember to 

follow up the questionnaire with 

clear actions, which you can then 

use as further promotions to your 

customers. 

Update your image

Often times an existing business 

can get ‘stuffy’ and ‘unkept’. So 

why not use this period to update 

the look and feel of the business? 

Take a good, long, hard look at the 

business, and ask yourself these 

questions:

• Does the logo look like it hasn’t 

changed for decades? 

• Does the overall image of the 

business look the part, or is it 

out of date and really lacking in 

excitement? 

• Are the marketing brochures and 

various other print material still 

relevant?

• If you have an office, a retail 

outlet, or any other premise where 

customers come to, does it look 

neat, tidy and professional, or does 

the furniture look like it’s had 

better days? 

• And what about your online 

presence? Given that most people 

nowadays research a business 

online before they visit that 

business in the offline world, you 

would want to ensure that your 

online presence correctly matches 

the look and feel of your brand. 

If the website hasn’t been touched 

for over 18 months then chances 

are its outdated and needs work! 

Don’t forget how powerful a tool 

a website is nowadays for every 

business, not just the large business 

(in fact it is even more important 

than ever for small business owners 

to be online otherwise you will 

definitely be scratching your head 

as competition leaves you behind)!

So ,with the above in mind, it’s 

time to get some fresh marketing 

material done up. Give the shop a 

coat of new paint. Get some new 

furniture. Refresh your online 

Continued...
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presence with a fresh website. 

These activities will be noticed 

by your customers, and will 

demonstrate your commitment to 

staying relevant, up to date and 

here for the long term. 

Run a one off 
promotion

What better excuse to re-connect 

with your customers and run a 

special promotion than introducing 

yourself as the new owner! As I 

mentioned before, this is a great 

time to market to your customers, 

so definitely don’t miss the 

opportunity. 

Marketing activities can include:

• Run a one off introductory offer 

that is so enticing that you will 

probably never repeat it again – 

such as a large % discount off all 

purchases; free giveaway with 

purchases; free upgrades.

• Run a competition – you can have 

a lot of fun with competitions, 

especially if the business has a 

lot of Facebook likes. Just make 

sure it is engaging and requires 

the customer to interact with your 

brand, ideally on a social platform.

• If you are a local operator, you 

could also turn to print marketing 

by running a letterbox campaign, 

inviting locals to try your business 

– include a special offer for better 

attraction.

Reviewing your 
marketing strategy

While the above recommendations 

are great for generating revenue 

in the immediate short term, with 

benefits for the long term, you don’t 

just want short bursts of activity 

with short lifespan results. 

Ultimately you will need to sit down 

in the first few months of entering a 

new business and review the existing 

marketing strategy, set a direction 

that you are happy with.  Now, if 

you walk into a business that has no 

marketing strategy in place (which 

is most likely going to be the case), 

then it is recommended that you 

develop one (or get a professional to 

create one for you). A clear strategy 

will act as your guide, allowing you 

to spend your hard earned money 

on wise activities, with careful 

monitoring and results tracking 

ensuring you get the maximum bang 

for your buck.

Good luck with your new venture!

Written by: Peter Spinda
CEO - Digital Duet - www.digitalduet.com.au

Digital Duet is a specialist company which helps other 
businesses start, grow and evolve. The team are specialists 
in website creation, online marketing, print design, business 
consulting/coaching and business model development. 



WHAT’S
HOT
Find out about the 

latest business sales 

by accessing the 

most recent sales 

data available. With 

our “Recent Sales” 

database you can 

access the basic details 

of current business 

sales in today’s 

market.

RECENT SALES HISTORY - now online!

Did you know that Benchmark lists most recent sales data on the website? 

Where	the	parties	involved	have	allowed	us	to	do	so,	we	will	post	the	basic	

details	of	all	sales	completed	by	Benchmark,	around	Australia.	

To see this information go to http://benchmarkbusiness.com.au/recent-

business-sales/  or click on the “Buying A Business” tab when on our 

website,	and	then	click	onto	the	“Recent	Sales”	tab.	This	will	provide	you	

with	a	table	which	you	can	‘sort’	to	find	sales	data	that	may	be	helpful	for	

you	-	as	a	buyer,	a	seller,	or	an	advisor.

Remember	that	not	all	data	is	able	to	be	provided,	and	that	there	may	be	a	

timing	lag	between	the	date	that	the	sale	is	completed,	and	the	time	when	

the data is listed on the web page.

Visit our website for details! 
www.benchmarkbusiness.com.au

WHAT’S HOT

THE TOP FIVE FOR THIS QUARTER

FOOD 
WHOLESALER

Demand for food 

wholesale companies 

has increased 

significantly over 

the last three to six 

months. Particularly 

from migrant buyers 

and interstate 

companies seeking to 

acquire wholesalers 

specialising in meat, 

dairy, packaging 

and imported and 

speciality products

SERVICE
STATIONS

RTOs GYMS

Registered Training 

Organisations are 

in high demand at 

present, especially 

those which have 

annual turnover 

which exceeds 

$5,000,000 per 

annum, and those 

colleges which 

specialise in niche 

markets. Demand in 

this sector is rising 

fast, and is driven 

by the amount of 

capital available from 

investors in this 

sector.

Demand in this 

area continues to be 

strong. Particularly 

those that only 

trade mornings 

and lunchtime, 

and with little food 

preparation. These 

businesses are selling 

very quickly - mainly 

in Melbourne, and 

in Brisbane – where 

demand is unable to 

be satisfied by limited 

supply. Buyers know 

what they want, and 

when they find it, 

they act quickly to 

secure the business. 

Demand for Caltex 

franchises is 

incredible, and it is 

impossible to satisfy 

such strong demand 

at present as very few 

businesses become 

available, and when 

they do, - they sell 

quickly. 

Demand in this area 

has been up and 

down over recent 

times. As this is still a 

developing area there 

has been a tendency 

amongst business 

owners to set too high 

an asking price for 

their businesses, this 

lead to a slowing in 

demand, and a spate 

of new entrants into 

some markets. This 

has now stabilised, 

and sales demand has 

risen again, especially 

for areas where lower 

competition exists.

2 3 4 51

CAFES
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MARKET REPORT

Category Demand* Rule of
Thumb

Approx
ROI State of the Market

Accountancy Practices Cent per $ N/A
Buyer demand from consolidators seeking to 

acquire practices has grown. 

Bakeries (non franchise)
Year P/EBITDA + 

P &E
50-80% Falling demand. Franchises more popular.

Specialty Franchise 
Bakeries

10-14 times weekly 
sales

30-40%
Bankers, accountants recommending these 

franchises. Critical sales levels required
 for profitability.

Cafes/Coffee Lounges
- 5 day

1 -2.5 times Nett 38-100%
Buyers seeking strong leases. Office tower 

locations in demand.

Cafes/Coffee Lounges
- 7 day

1 -1.5 times Nett 50-100%
Glamour franchises an exception, fetching 

higher prices.

Caravan Parks Freehold Bank Valuation 9-15%
Highly sought after with mining town locations at 

a premium. Alternate use drives value.

Caravan Parks Leasehold Bank Valuation 13-18%
Length of lease and location dictate price. Demand 

growing again.

Child Care Centres 3.8 to 4.5 x EBIT 18-25%
Bigger licences attractive, Acquisition still driving 

demand. Demand exceeds supply. 

Cleaning Businesses 2 to 3 x EBIT 30-55%
Privatisation of government work has expanded 

private work. Managed businesses getting 
premiums.

Courier Businesses 50-100% Couriers with set runs are seeing reducing demand.

Food Franchises Times P/EBITDA 35% - 50%
Some franchises have waiting lists, 

others unpopular.

Food Hall Businesses 1 years Nett + P&E 50 - 100% Some bargains available for informed purchasers

Gymnasiums 25 – 100%
24 hour gyms in key locations are highly sought at 

present, growing demand.

Hair & Beauty 50 - 100%
Entry level Owner Operator and Managed investor 
sites are in high demand. Mid range sites are hard 

to find

Home Services Franchises 40-80% Reducing demand. Buyers need management ability

IT & Communications 40-50% Growing sector. Hard to secure listings.

Continued...

STATE OF THE MARKET REPORT
Quarter 3, 2014SOLD
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Ice Cream Parlours 1 years Nett 50-100%
Outside shopping centre locations such as 

beachfront have highest demand. Location critical.

Manufacturing 30-45%
Quality purchasers available for $1M plus 

businesses. Selective demand at lower levels. 
Working cap influences value.

Mechanical Workshops 1 years Nett + P&E 100% Selling quickly if priced properly.

Motels 16-18%
Rural demand higher. Alternate use 

increases value. Asian buyer demand.

Newsagencies 2.5 x PEBITDA 25 - 30%
Too many for sale at ‘optimistic’ price levels 

causing glut of stock. 

Post Office 22-50%
Expensive due to secure market position. Sell if 

priced properly. Falling demand.

Printing 10%-15% T/O P&E +
Reducing demand in recent years. Capital 

intensive.

Professions Cent per $ Variable
Sell for cents per dollar of gross fees. 

Demand growing.

Real Estate Offices
$2.80 to $3.80 

per dollar
No value in most sales offices – All value in rent 

rolls. Consistent demand.

Restaurants 50-100%
Difficult to realise goodwill. Cafés much 

more popular.

RTOs 25-50%
New industry sector. Managed businesses see 

highest values. Huge demand.

Serviced Offices 20-30% Cooling buyer interest. Occupancies reducing.

Service Stations 2 times Nett +/- 35-55%
Oil companies & Supermarkets dominate, but 

independents popular

Storage Complexes 9-15% Previously strong demand has dropped.

Supermarket (large)
10-14 times 
weekly sales

22-32%
Increased demand. Especially for over $100k per 

week sales.

Supermarket (small)
10-12 times 
weekly sales

30-40%
Asian/Australian community showing 

greatest interest.

Surf Retail 50-100%
Few listings available. Big retailers have strong 

marketing advantage.

Taxi Plates 15-20%
Threats of more licences to be issued hold 

values down. Uber is scaring buyers.

Transport Businesses P & E + Goodwill 30-36%
High demand for trucks with written contracts 

netting $100,000 plus

Travel Agencies $25K per million 100% Buyer interest very low.

Wholesale 25-30%
The attraction of a 5 day week has 

increased demand

*           Increasing Demand      |             Stable      |            Decreasing Demand
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WE VALUE 
YOUR BUSINESS,
YOU’LL VALUE
OUR EXPERIENCE.

P. 1300 366 521
E. admin@benchmarkbusiness.com.au

benchmarkbusiness.com.au

CONTACT US


